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Abstract—The coming ubiquity of digital media content is
driving the need of a solution for improving the interaction
between the people and media. In this work, we proposed a novel
interaction technique, QPalm, which allows the user to control the
media via a list menu shown on a distant display by drawing
circles in the air with one hand. To manipulate a list menu
remotely, QPalm includes two basic functions, browse and
choosing, realized by recognizing the user’s palm performing
circular and push motions in the air. The circular motion provides
fluidity in scrolling a menu up and down, while push motion is
intuitive when the user decided to choose an item during a
circular motion. Based on this design, we develop a vision system
based on a stereo camera to track the user’s palm without
interfering by intruders behind or next to the operating user. For
more specifically, the contribution of the work includes: (1) an
intuitive interaction technique, QPalm, for remote control with
list menu, and (2) a palm tracking algorithm to support QPalm
based on merely depth and motion information of images for a
practical consideration.
Index
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction design generally refers to the discipline of
defining the behavior of products and systems that a user
can interact with. Many interaction techniques are
developed to help the user manage jobs more intuitive,
effective, and natural. Some methods use a substantial
device, like a pen, to control the media content [4][2],
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Fig. 1. This figure indicates the interface of QPalm. A circular
motion makes the highlighted item scroll up and down, while a push
motion triggers the choosing function.

while others simply use a gesture to make a command [1]
[6]. The EyeToy, devised in 2003, is developed for
playing the games on PlayStation 2 by using a camera
sensor. The Eyetoy allows the players to interact with
games by their hand motions and sound without the need
of holding a game controller. Wii, another popular game
console was released by Nitendo in September, 2006. A
distinguishing feature of the console is its wireless
controller, the Wii mote, which can be used as a
hand-held pointing device in which the built-in sensor can
detect its motions in three dimensions. In addition to
game industry, digit home situates another scenario
requiring sophisticated interaction design. From air
condition to television, most home appliances can be
controlled via a control panel built-in or a remote
controller. Not only would the user be confused by
multiple controllers, but these appliances might share
different metaphors in-between designs could also
confuse its users. It is apparent that developing new
solutions is demanding for next generations.
In this work we propose a new type of interaction
technique, QPalm, for remote control with list menu. The
interaction technique is based on recognizing the users’
hand motion by using a stereo camera so that the user has
no need to take any controller. In the proposed design, all
information is gathered into a list menu, while the menu is
displayed on a screen distant to the user. QPalm allows
the users to browse and to choose an interested item in the
list menu by simply drawing circles in the air with their
hands. Specifically the browse and the choosing functions
for the interaction are described as follows. Browse
function allows the users to control the list menu by
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Fiig. 2. (a) The syystem environm
ment from a sidee view. (b) Our system
ovverview.

making circular motions w
m
with one handd. Drawing a circle
cllockwise scrrolls the higghlighted iteem down annd vice
veersa (Figure 1(a)). Chooosing functioon is activaated by
m
making
a push motion, onnce the userr reaches thee target
iteem (Figure 1(b)).
1
The coombination of
o a circular motion
m
annd a push mootion seems drawing the letter 'Q' in the air
soo that the prooposed work is named as QPalm.
QPalm is devised
d
prim
marily working with listt menu
beecause list menu
m
is one off the most coommonly-useed user
innterfaces. Moost informatiion and funcctions can bee easily
orrganized intoo a hierarchiccal list menuu, and therefoore can
bee manipulateed remotely via
v QPalm. To
T efficientlyy track
thhe users’ haands with roobustness, we
w develop a hand
m
motion
detecttion algorithm
m based on motion andd depth
innformation of
o the imagees taken byy a stereo camera.
c
W
Without
conssidering color information of the image
m
makes
our sysstem practicaal to be applieed in the reall world
ass the system would not be harmed byy the users’ colorful
w
wearing
and would workk in most environment
e
ts with
diifferent lightting conditioons. For morre specificallly, the
coontributions of the woork include: (1) an inntuitive
innteraction tecchnique, QPaalm, for remoote control with
w list
m
menu,
and (22) a hand motion
m
detecction algoritthm to
suupport QPallm based oon merely depth
d
and motion
m
innformation off images for a practical consideration
c
n.
II.RELA
ATED WORK
Recent yeaars there aree some prodducts or reseearches
w
which
use the circular mottion as their main
m user intterface.
Thhe most fam
mous examplee is the iPod1, a portable media
pllayer which
h is designeed and releaased by Appple in
O
October,
20001. The most well-know
w feature of
o this
prroduct is thee click wheell, which is used
u
as a rottational
m
manner
to sccroll throughh menu item
ms and contrrol the
voolume. Therre is a click wheel annd an anti-aaliasing
grraphics displlay placed onn the device. A user simply puts
thhe thumb on the
t click wheeel and movees along the circular
c
w
wheel
and thee highlightedd item in thee menu then moves
upp and down. In their desiign, to browse in a list menu
m
is
eaasier since a smooth motiion is perform
med.
There are also
a some cirrcular-like innterfaces appplied to
prractical applications likke navigatinng documennt. The
viirtual scroll ring
r
(VSR) [22], which is proposed
p
by Tomer
M
Moscovich
ett al., is a sccrolling technnique that uses
u
an
exxisting generral positioninng device suuch as a touuchpad,
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styylus or stanndard mousee to navigaate the docuument.
Cllockwise motions
m
scrroll the view
v
down and
coounterclockw
wise motions scroll it up. Besides, wiith the
VS
SR, fast andd large moveements prod
duce fast scroolling,
whhile small annd slow moovements yieeld slow scroolling.
Thhe VSR adopts
a
the length trav
veled alongg the
cirrcumference of a circle to decide th
he distance of the
vieew that shouuld scroll. In tthe experimeent, the VSR
R based
onn a touchpadd and mousee is compareed with the mouse
m
whheel while scrolling in a document. The results show
thaat the VSR is
i a tenable scrolling
s
alteernative, espeecially
whhen most sccrolling actioons are expeected to be longer
l
thaan half a page. Another approach, which
w
is sim
milar to
thee VSR, is proposed by G
G.M. Smith et al. and callled the
Raadial Scroll [3].
[ The Radial Scroll usees the same design
d
off motions ass VSR but different in
n the functioons of
coontrolling thee speed of sccrolling. If users
u
wish to scroll
moore slowly, they draw a larger circcle; to scroll more
quuickly, they draw
d
a relateedly smaller circle insteaad. An
im
mproved verssion of Raddial Scroll iss purposed by
b the
sam
me author, called Currve Dial [4
4]. As show
wn in
Fig.2.2(b), the Curve Dial uuse the anglee formed by thhe last
thrree points of
o the trajecttory to judg
ge the size of the
cirrcles, and maake responsees immediateely. This techhnique
offfers the eyee-free param
meter entry that
t
absent in the
Raadial Scroll. In the expperiment, their work is more
suuitable for navigating short-distan
nce targets while
traaditional methods
m
w
work
betterr for broowsing
lonng-distance targets.
t
III. PALM DETEC
CTION AND TRACKING
In this work,, the circular and push mootions are thee basic
geestures desig
gned for QP
Palm. The system
s
is deevised
keeeping reactin
ng while the user is draw
wing a circle, rather
thaan notify thee user after ann entire circlle is accompllished.
In this sectionn we introduuce the appro
oach to deteect the
poosition of usser’s palm iin real-time,, followed by
b the
annalysis of thee palm motions is describbed in next seection.
Thhe workflow of the system
m is shown in
i Fig.2(b). Firstly,
F
thee region off interest is defined in the image frame
acccording to the
t position and depth of
o the user’ss face.
Neext, useful features
f
are extracted for particle filltering
steep to further locate the usser’s palms. The trajectorries of
deetected palm
ms are then adopted forr motion analysis.
Onnce a pre-deffined motionn is found, thhe QPalm intterface
givves visual annd sound feeddbacks to thee user.
The environnment of our system is illuustrated in Fiig.2(a).
It is like an ordinary
o
scennario in a liv
ving room: a user
sittting on the sofa, a televission placing in
i front of thee user.
Too detect the trajectories of the userr’s palms inn three
dim
mensions, a stereo camerra released by
y Videre Dessign is
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Fig. 3. The origiinal color and sstereo images att frame t.

inntroduced in the system, laying on the
t televisionn. This
caamera proviides disparitty computattion on harrdware
heence we can obtain the deepth and coloor information of an
obbject in the scene in real-time. One caan also use a pair of
coommercial cameras to coompute deptth informatioon, and
onne of them too provide color informatio
on. Fig.3 shoows the
coolor and dep
pth images captured
c
by the stereo camera.
c
N
Noted
that thee blue regionn of the depth image inddicated
thhe depth is un-defined
u
duue to an un--matched conndition
occcurred in diisparity compputation.
A. Preprocessiing with Facce Detection
Firstly, we use Adabooost algorithm
m [8] to locaate the
usser’s face. Once
O
a face iss found, the system is triggered
annd Meanshifft [9] algorithhm is appliedd to track thhe face.
A
Adaboost
is generally
g
moore computaation demandding to
loocate a facee from an innput image in compariison to
M
Meanshift
whhich simply searches a similar
s
distriibution
loocally. Combbining of thhe two approoaches leadss to an
effficient face tracking method to
t give a good
reegion-of-interest for later computationn. However, in case
M
Meanshift
couuld fail in a local searchh while traccking a
faace, Adaboosst algorithm is applied to
o verify the tracked
t
faace positions every three seconds.
B. Identifying Region-of-In
R
nterest
While an usser is sitting and watchinng televisionn, there
arre three partss in the side vview, which are
a the regionn of the
usser's face r2, the regioon of the user's
u
hand while
peerforming a motion, r1, and the nonn-interested regions
r
laabeled ru. A side view illlustration is shown in Fiig.2(a).
Siince r1 alwayys attaches to r2, we havve a general idea
i
of
thhe range of r1 if r2 is knnown. Here the range of
o r2 is
deefined as the depth of tthe user’s face,
fa
modeleed as a
G
Gaussian
distrribution.
The length of r1 wherre users' hannd may apppear is
deefined as the arm length oof a normal human
h
in the initial.
H
However,
wheen the user pperforms a circular
c
motioon, the
usser's palm caan easily driftts in depth duuring even th
he same
seequence of the
t circular motion. To alleviate thhe drift
efffect, we usee a mixture of
o Gaussian to model r1. Since
thhe range is drrifting in a sloow way, twoo or three Gauussians
arre sufficient to achieve this
t
task. Addditionally, we
w take
thhe distance between
b
r1 and r2 as thhe Gaussiann mean
innstead of usinng a fixed vaalue. Eq.1 shoows the probbability
off a pixel belo
onging to r1.
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(a)Probab
bility Map
on-Of-Interest
(b) Regio
Fiig. 4. Use the depth
d
informatioon to obtain thee probability maap and
the regioon-of-interest.

,
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, where
w
e of depth beetween x andd mean
, is the distance
off . K is the number of G
Gaussian distributions annd ,
is an estimatee of the weigght of the itht Gaussian in the
miixture at timee t. After appplying Eq.1 to
o all pixels, we
w get
a probability map tells the probabbility of a pixel
beelonging to user's hand, namely . The imagge
,
obbtained by truuncating pixxels with low
w probabilityy in ,
is extracted to
o define the region of in
nterest and give
g
a
rouugh shape off a hand (seee Fig.4). Thiss method takkes the
strructure of huuman body iinto considerration, makinng the
deetection resullt more reliabble. The finall detecting reesult is
used to update the mean off the mixture of Gaussian which
reppresents .
C.Palm Trackiing Using Paarticle Filterring
In this sectiion, the partticle filtering is conduccted to
ideentify andd track thhe user’s palm inn the
reggion-on-interrest reportted in preevious stepp. In
coondensation [7]
[ algorithm
m, the probabiility distributtion of
poossible interppretations is rrepresented by
b a set of paarticles.
Asssume that thhe state of tarrget object iss modeled ass x and
thee observatioon, the regioon-of-interesst reported in the
inpput image, is referred ass , we woulld like to compute
thee posterior density
| indicating the probability the
user’s palm is relying on. A set of parrticles, denotted by
,
1, ,
with the weights of the paarticles
, is to express
e
the posterior density
|
at
fraame .
The most important
i
sttep in particcle filtering is to
coompute the posterior prrobability of
o a particlee. We
coombine threee observationns including
g depth, posee, and
mootion inform
mation of thee user’s hand
d to evaluatee palm
poositions. Opeerating withh QPalm, thhe user firstt rises
hiss/her hand and then makkes circles inn the air. Bassed on
thee operation, the palm paart of the arm
m has larger depth
vaalues than thee rest and is uusually positioned in the one of
tw
wo ends of the hand shape. Com
mbining thee two
obbservations, we can loccate a palm position reliably.
Hoowever in a living room
m scenario, there
t
are poossibly
moore than onee people theere. We shouuld considerr other
peeople who maay interfere w
with the operrating user. For
F the
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fiig. 5. Use the information
i
of shape to reject the particle loccated on
wrist
w
or forearm.. The right two images are parrticles on bad lo
ocations
an
nd the leftest on
ne is a particle at
a good position
n.

peeople stand or
o walk behiind the user, depth inform
mation
caan effectivelyy ignore them
m. But for thhe people sit next
n to
thhe user, depth informatioon does not help
h
much. To
T this
caase, we utiliize the motion informaation of a paalm to
allleviate the kind of intterference. The
T
techniq
que for
evvaluating a particle
p
is listted as follow
ws.
1) Depth Information:
I
From last step, we have
h
a
prrobability maap Pt indicatiing the probaability of thee user’s
haand position
ned. For eachh particle reeporting a guuess of
paalm positionn, say , , we computte the depth score,
ass the averagee probability
y within a window
w
, ,
ceentered on the
t position reported by
y the particle. The
w
window
size is set as a regular
r
palm
m size in the image
viiew. Since the
t palm parrt of the arm
m has largerr depth
vaalues than the
t rest whiile operatingg with QPallm, we
prrefer the partticle with higgher depth sccore.
2) Shape Innformation: The connectted componeents in
R
ROI
are takeen part in thhe evaluationn step as well
w by
coonsidering the
t
featuress of a hannd’s shape. While
peerforming circular and push
p
motionss, a palm is located
l
onn the top off the conneccted componnent. As shoown in
Fiig.5(a), a goo
od particle’s window hass intersectionns with
thhe connectedd component at the bottom edge. A particle
p
w intersectiions only at the
with
t upper edge of its winndow is
filtered out siince it is inn the bottom
m of the connnected
coomponent annd cannot bbe a candidaate of a palm
m (see
Fiig.5(b)). Also, if a particcle is locatedd on the forearm as
shhown in Fig.5(c), the connected componentt then
inntersects withh the two oopposite edgees of the window.
Thhis informattion offers an
a excellent rejection fillter for
elliminating paarticle located on wrist orr forearm.
3) Motion Information:
I
The opticall flow is appplied to
paarticle evaluuation by considering the relatiionship
beetween the loocation of a palm
p
in the previous
p
fram
me and
thhe motion direction of the
t current frame (see Fig.6).
U
Using
opticall flow makees the detecction resultss more
ro
obust to the interferences
i
s in the envirronment. Thee flows
w
within
a winddow of a paarticle are first split to several
s
, , ,
, ,
, where
cllusters,
, ,
, ,
ci means the ith cluster, ni is the numberr of optical fllows in
m
vector of
o this clusteer. The
thhis cluster annd is the mean
veector
w
which
formed
d
by
l
,
the
p
previous
locaation of
t-1
,

Fig. 6. Use the optical
o
flow to examine the co
orrelation betweeen the
previous location
n of the palm annd the particles.

ws the
a palm, and thhe location of the particle px,y show
pootential direcction of thiss particle. This
T
vector should
s
haave a positivee correlationn with the opptical flows nearby
n
thee particle. Thhe correlatioon estimated function is shown
s
in Eq.2.
corr

·

1
N

,

·

(2)

By applyingg Eq.2 to parrticle evaluattion, some moving
m
obbjects near the user can bee filtered out if they movee in the
diffferent direcction with the user. By
B combininng all
infformation, thhe evaluationn of a particlee is computeed as:
·
,

,

,

·

,

,

0

,

s
shape‐detect
ction,

,
,

1

(33)
,w
where M is a mean filter using ω as itts window size. c1
annd c2 are the weights
w
whicch make conff(px,y) to be a linear
coombination of
o the meann filter and correlation. After
appplying Eq.3,, the goodnesss of all particles is determ
mined.
In next frame,, the best n particles aree selected an
nd this
process then itterates with nnew observattions.
,

IV. MOTIION ANALYSIS
In previouss section, thhe method for
f detecting and
monstrated; hence
h
the trajectory
traacking user’ss palm is dem
forrmed by the location of a user’s palm
m is extractedd. Two
kinnds of trajecctories recordded are the 2D
2 positions of the
paalm and theirr variations in depth. Th
he 2D trajecttory is
used to detectt if it expresses a circle, which meaans the
user is drawinng a circle, and the trajectory in deepth is
em
mployed to determine if a push motionn is occurredd.
A. Detection off Circular Motion
M
A predictionn of circularr motion is required
r
since the
syystem should react duringg a motion, rather
r
than affter an
enntire circle. For
F detectingg the circularr motion, a best-fit
b
firrst estimated based on the trajectory. Then, we chheck if
thee order of thee points on thhe trajectory truly describbes the
cirrcle or just a causal motiion made byy the user. Assume
thaat we have the
t trajectoryy, named as Tt = {(xt, yt),
) (xt-1,
yt-1),… , (xt-k, yt-k
o recorded points.
p
t )}, and k is the number of
Ann estimated circle is thhen computeed by solvinng the
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(a) Estimated Circle

(b) Choosing

Fig. 7. (a) A point on the trajectory forms an angle θ with the center
of the estimated circle and the horizontal line. It should increase or
decrease in a progressive way if the user is drawing a circle. (b) The
changes in depth while doing a choosing action

over-constrained system [5].
2x
2x

2y
2y

2x

2y

1
c
1 c
c
1

5

x

x

y
y

x

y

(4)

Fig. 8. (a) Some people passed by the user. (b) A person sit by the
user and tried to interfere the user.

motion. As a result, we detect a push motion by checking
if there is a continuous increase in palm's depth while the
user is drawing a circle. If a push motion is detected, there
is one second delay for accepting another push gesture.
This technique prevents producing multiple choosing
events during one choosing motion.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND USER STUDY

Eq.4 is a basic form of Ax=B where x can be solved by
the least squares method. It minimizes the errors between
observed data and the predictive model. In our system, the
predictive model is a circle and the best-fit circle is then
assumed to be centered at (c1, c2) with radius
.
When the best-fit circle is estimated, the next step is to
determine if the trajectory truly expresses this circle. The
first and intuitive information is that the mean square
error between an observed point on trajectory and its
nearest point on the predicted circle should be small.
Moreover, while an user draws a circle, the palm location
should be ordered in a clockwise or counterclockwise
way. Hence, the angle which is formed by the palm
location, the center of best-fit circle and the horizontal
line should increase or decrease progressively (see Fig.
7(a)). This method effectively eliminates noises and
casual motions. At last, a circle with too large or too small
radius is removed since in most time it is formed by a
straight line or a motionless gesture.
B. Push Motion Detection
A push motion is quite different from the circular
motion since the system only needs to react one time after
it detects a legal motion. There are several related works
aim at recognizing a pre-defined gesture and most of them
adopt the approach which trains target motion at first. In
our situation, a more straightforward way can be used to
solve this problem because a push motion has clear
changes in depth, as in Fig. 7(b). A circular motion is
often performed parallel to the image plane of a camera,
while a push motion is perpendicular to the image plane.
Besides, a push motion must appear after a circular

The proposed method is applied to two videos which
simulate the environment in a living room. The first video
has 476 frames while the second video has 325 frames,
and both with a 320 x 240 resolution. It runs on a PC with
Intel Pentium 3.40G Hz CPU plus 2.49GB RAM and all
tasks were implemented by C++ code. The stereo camera
is equipped with two 2.8 mm lens on it. The distance
between camera and users is about 2 m and the frame rate
is 16 to 18 frames per second (fps). After applying our
algorithm, the frame rate descends to 10 to 12 fps. Some
results are shown in Fig.8.
In video 1, a person passes by the user at frame 20 and
298. There are also multiple passers appeared at frame
303 and 416. The detecting result is not affected by the
passers since the depth information is used in this system.
Additionally, in video 2 a person tries to influence the
user by making some movements nearby the user at frame
84, 172, 204 and 287. The detecting results show that the
system is robust to the interference from other people.
User Study: In order to check the practicability of the
interface QPalm, a series of experiments and comparisons
were taken. In these experiments, participants were asked
to select a specified item in a list menu with two kinds of
selection techniques: the EyeToy-like selection technique
and QPalm. In EyeToy's design, a camera is set in front of
the users and they can see their own image on the display
as a feedback. A previous, a next and a choosing button
are placed on the display and users simply touch and
wave in the area of these buttons to make a command to
the menu. An experiment contains three blocks and each
corresponds to those two different techniques. What
participants see is a simple list menu and the items are
showed vertically (see Fig.1). The target item's number is
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is small, users considered the EyeToy-like technique
more easily to perform.
VI. CONCLUSION

(a)Average completion time of different selection techniques.
(b) Accuracy rate of different selection techniques
Fig. 9. The experimental results.

generated randomly in the range of menu size. Before one
block starts, we teach users the technique allowed in next
block and let users scroll on the list menu until they
satisfied. Besides, we put three practical trials in the
beginning of a block to ensure the participant getting used
to the specified technique. In a block, we ask users to
repeat five tasks in different menu sizes (20, 50 and 120)
hence there are 2 * (3 + 5 * 3) = 36 trials in an experiment.
A total of 8 participants took part in the study and
comprised of 4 males and 4 females. Half of them had the
experience of playing in Sony's EyeToy game while all of
them were skilled in using computer. Another, there were
no users familiar with the use of QPalm.
Completion Time: We reported the result of
completion time and showed it in Fig. 9(a). Note that we
can directly see a significant variation while the total item
number is increased. Also, the EyeToy’s technique
performs a longer completion time than the other two
techniques in all these trials. While the total item number
is 20, there are no obvious differences in these two
techniques. However, if the total number increased to 120
(35.077s), the EyeToy’s method showed a worse result
than QPalm (23.933s). Users responded that they can
quickly scroll to their concerned area by QPalm
techniques but cannot by an EyeToy-like interface.
Accuracy: In these tests EyeToy's technique shows a
better result since it allows user to choose the desired
target more slowly. There is a worse outcome (83.76\%)
in QPalm while total item number is 20. It is because that
we let users judge if they were ready for the experiment
themselves. Users may not actually be proficient in the
selection technique but enter a true experiment. The
results of QPalm technique after the first session are
obviously better when total items number increases.
Questionnaire Responses: Most participants reported
that a gesture-base method helps them jump to their
concerned region faster. In order to examine the
relationship between total item number and these two
techniques, we asked user to subjectively choose which
one they preferred under different total menu size (20, 50
and 120). According to Questionnaire responses, users
preferred the technique. However, if the number of items

The proposed a novel interaction technique, QPalm,
which allows the user to control the media via a list menu
shown on a distant display by drawing circles in the air
with one hand. QPalm provides two basic functions,
circular and push motions, for the user by recognizing the
user's palm trajectory in three-dimensions. The circular
motion provides fluidity in scrolling a menu up and down,
while push motion is intuitive when the user decided to
choose an item during a circular motion. In the future, we
would like to extend QPalm in a multiple-user scenario.
While people are watching television, it is usual that more
than one person are trying to control the menu. It is
impossible that the system gives the control of menu to all
users at a time. A possible solution is to set two cameras
in the environment, one with wide-angle lens and the
other with pan-tilt-zoom function. When the system
detects a motion asking for the control in the wide-angle
camera, the pan-tilt-zoom camera then focuses on the
interest area.
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